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Abstract 

 

The present report represents the supporting literature of the courses Final Project 1 and 2, part 

of the integrated master degree in Arquitecture of the Instituto Superior Técnico. This reflects 

the urban reality of the riverfront area established between Foz do Jamor and Belem Tower. 

The project begins with an analysis of the area for a clear understanding of the needed 

intervention. This is essential to identify urbanistic problems, such as the barrier imposed by the 

road and rail axes that separates both sides of the area and creates two completely different 

realities.  

In collaboration with the Lisbon City Hall, Oeiras City Hall and Lisbon Port Administration, the 

following report will focus on the dynamic creation of new, and improvement of old, connections 

to strengthen the relationship of the city, the people and river. 

The aim of this intervention consists in increasing the public interest of the area by redesigning 

the river bank and creating new spaces for the riverfront. A new urbanistic park with crossing 

points and dynamic functionalities will be created. In scope of the latter, importance will be given 

to the multifunctionality of the intervention in order to receive the Nos Alive festival. 

Furthermore, considering the strong relationship of the Portuguese capital with the Tagus river, 

new infrastructures linked to nautical practices will be projected. Thus, the main element of the 

intervention will be a nautical center that will be able to regain public interest towards the river 

and also supporting events such as Volvo Ocean Race. 

 

Key-words: Urban Park | Urban Rehabilitation | Nautical Center | Tagus River   

Riverfronte - 1887 Algés 1940 
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Introduction   

 

Throughout the years, economical, commercial and industrial activities have altered the coastal 

design of Lisbon; interfering with livable areas such as the riverfront. Although several 

interventions have been made in the area, the clear obstruction of the road and rail axis 

imposes a continuous problem. Both these axis prevent a dynamic relation between Lisbon and 

the Tejo river. 

Even though the riverfront area has a great geographical location – it is close to the center of 

Algés and has a direct access to the river – it has still very little public interest apart from year-

specific events. Examples of this reality are the festival Nos Alive and the triennial regatta, 

Volvo Ocean Race, in Aterro de Algés and Doca de Predouço respectively. Thus, a new interest 

of the town hall of Lisbon, town hall of Oeiras and Lisbon Administration Port arises in support 

of the following work: potentiate the river bank through the creation of new connections between 

the city and the river. 

In this scope, a new urbanistic park with crossing points, cultural spaces and dynamic 

functionalities will be created. Being the greater focus the projection of infrastructures that link 

nautical practices to sports. It is important to mention that, even though a clear importance will 

be given to Volvo Ocean Race event, it’s temporary characteristic will be considered thoroughly. 

In conclusion, the project will consider the potentiality of the area and hosting of major events, 

without neglecting a proper functionality for the whole area after these occur. 

  

Algés Station - Drawing Volvo Ocean Race, Lisbon 
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State of the Art 

 

The following project is designed to include a vast analysis at several levels, respectively: 

urbanistic; architectural; functional and programmatic. Before reflecting over possible solutions 

for the mentioned problems, concepts and principals have been established with the aid of 

architects and study works. 

Concepts  

 “The concept of urban renovation should imply a set of urbanistic operations that aim for the 

reconstructions of urbanistic areas sub-occupied or degraded; of which proper value, as 

architectural patrimony or urbanistic sets to preserve, have been deprived; and show disabled 

living conditions and security. “ 

Moreira (2007) - Translation 

 “Urban parks are big green areas - located within public urban areas – intended to propitiate its 

visitors with leisure and recreational activities. In their clear majority, they also offer cultural 

services, such as museums, theaters and cultural/education centers. Furthermore, they are also 

frequently linked with sportive activities (bike paths, fields, etc.)” 

Governo do Estado de São Paulo - Translation 

 [Square] “It is a space of reunion, built by and for society, with meaning and central paths, that 

allow continuous movement, concentration and dispersion. It consists of a pedestal area and 

represents a cultural and historical dimension of the city – frequently housing formal and 

informal commerce and fairs.” 

Font (2003) (cit.in Filhos (2009)) - Translation 

Alvar Aalto Liget Budapest Cultural Centre 
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Architects 

Contrary to what many believe, the formal dimension is not the major conceptual architect point 

of Frank Gehry. Priority is given to the realization of the program and buildings necessities.  

– About Frank Gehry 

He defended the creation of (building) volumes that adapted to the espacial necessities instead 

of the interior spaces having to adapt to the pre-projected ideas: “Na intencional search for new 

shapes cannot bring anything perfect… A positive step can only be seen when the shape 

arouses in simultaneously and intentionally with the content”. 

– About Alvar Aalto 

Study Cases 

The appealing side of the park involves museums, areas reserved for expositions, cultural 

areas, sports fields, pedestrian paths, bicycle path and the famous marquise designed by Óscar 

Niemeyer. Making these the great reference points of the city of São Paulo, Brazil. 

– About Parque Ibirapuera 

The unification of the New Hungarian National Gallery and Ludwig Museum was developed by 

the Snohetta atelier. Although the objective of the atelier was to build a piece that allowed great 

interaction and communication with the public, it was able to preserve the independence and 

identity of both buildings.  

– About Liget Budapest Cultural Centre 
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Analysis 

Until the 14th century, Algés was badly protected against attacks that came through the river 

Tejo front. For security reasons, the municipality only had a small settlement in its high area. 

The riverfront was basically unpopulated until the construction of Lisbon’s fortifications 

– About the History of Algés 

Throughout the years, the old municipality of Santa Maria de Belém shifted its work from land 

based to sea, enabling commerce to grow as well as new skills, such as fishing practice. In 

response to the increasing number of sailors, a small village called “Restelo” was established. 

Its purpose was to harbor these sailors closer to their working area, instead of having to head to 

the capital. 

– About the History of Belém 

Morphology and Geografy 

Due to valley and interfluvial areas, different altitudes may be seen in the north area of the train 

line. Consequently, ridge and water lines arouse in the area, being Ribeira de Algés - small 

water course - the most noticeable. Flooding problems are a constant remark because of the 

influence of tides in this area. 

In most cases, the occupation of cities, buildings implantation, and the urban area itself, is a 

reflect of altimetric differences. A clear example of this are the cases of Cruz Quebrada and 

Dafundo, which show a strong resemblance with topographic lines. 

 

 

 

Algés Old Aerial View  Belém Old Aerial View 
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Mobility and Accessibility 

Algés is a bordering area of Lisbon, characterized by having the highest number of access 

infrastructures: railway track that unites Cascais to Lisbon; Marginal and Brasília avenue; and 

Lisbon Interior Regional Circular – CRIL. All three represent important highway crossings and 

accesses to the capital. Apart from automobile circulation, the circulation of public transports 

(trains, buses and trams) also converge to the village center. 

Land Use 

The upper part of the train line is characterized by its diversity in habitation, commercial areas 

and multiple equipment. Where the market of Algés, the public library of Algés, the sport center 

of Jamor and the Monsanto park stand out. While the riverfront (down part) is only marked by 

some equipment, such as the Passeio Marítimo (pedestal track by the sea), VTS Tower, 

Champalimaud Foundation, and Belém’s Tower and Garden.   
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The Proposal 

The project covers the urban and building dimension. Considering the lack of attractive spaces, 

one of the major objectives of this project is to create an urban park with diverse functionalities. 

The building dimension will focus on the Doca Pesca area, allowing a better public access. 

Furthermore, due to the geographical location of the latter and Tejo river conditions, new 

nautical spaces will also be created. 

The Park 

In this area, several measures were included to create a space thought for people. These 

include large pedestal paths, bicycle path and large green areas with shade. A redesign of the 

river bank was also included. It was formalized by straight lines resulting in a new dynamic 

between land and water 

An adaptable amphitheater and auditorium were also developed in Passeio Marítimo de Algés. 

This design was made thinking about the annual festival, Nos Alive. Furthermore, the project 

proposed for the area also includes a library, a playground, a belvedere, a sports park and two 

habitational regions. 

Road and Pedestrian Accesses 

Although the Marginal Avenue has made a detour under the train line, the barrier made by the 

road trail is still seen. Consequently, the urge to break this disconnection led to the creation of 

Proposal Plan  and Paths 
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new passage points. New pedestal bridges were implemented throughout the whole boulevard 

that used to be part of the Avenue. Adding to this, an underground square was created to 

contain commercial spaces and allow access to the Algés station. 

Doca Pesca 

Apart from the nautical center and the extension of the urban park, a vast diversity of services 

and functions were also included: 

 Office areas; 

 Commercial square; 

 Two areas with bars and restaurants; 

 Two marinas; 

 One avenue with a panoramic restaurant; 

 Multifunctional spaces; 

 Contemplative spaces over the Tejo river: pathways that go towards and away from the 

river bank, elevated squares and elements projected over the sea. 

Nautical Center 

 

Nautic Center Plan | Hotel, Museum, Accommodation Center, Health & Well-being Center, and 

Sailing Center 
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The main building in the proposal contains 5 volumes: Sail center; Health & Well-being center; 

Internship center; Nautical and Discoveries Museum; and a Hotel. Also, in the old buildings of 

Doca Pesca, a Canoeing and Rowing center was created and a new building for the general 

administration of the Nautical center. 

Two marinas were design with a total of 332 lashing-spots for boats. In land, all small boats may 

be stored in the interior hangar of the Sail center, and all other may be stored in more than 100 

exterior spots. Furthermore, an exclusive parking lot was created for the Volvo Ocean Race 

event. 

The implementation of the Nautical Center involved the breaking of ground and movement of 

water masses. These enabled new possibilities for the creation of pedestal paths that 

contemplate the river and park. 

Sailing Center 

The implementation of the Sailing center was made in a bonding pad with the river. Its 8-meter 

floor height (minimal) allows for boats to remain in its interior without the need to dismount these 

– facilitating storage and de novo use. On the opposite side of the bonding pad, a functional 

element is created throughout several levels in mezzanine with: balneary; room for tools, 

storage, anti-doping and formation; administrative offices; area of restoration; and an exterior 

living area. Furthermore, a riverfront with a esplanade is made in the roof. 

Health & Well-being Center  

The implementation of the Health & Well-being center includes a light but dynamic decoration 

projected towards the river and the elevated square. Its interior is organized in mezzanines and 

in half-floors, intercepted with some vertical accesses. Also its upper floors tend to become 

more private the upper one goes. Within the interior, one can expect: a space for co-working 

and restaurants; health spaces; nutrition and physiotherapy spaces; a gymnasium; an 

administration area; and a courtyard with overhead lights. 

The Squares 

The squares included in the final proposal were of great importance when it came to the 

implementation of the Nautical Center and its interior design. With a shape that relates straight 

and curved lines, the elevated square enables diverse moments – of distance or proximity, light-

games and shadows, and different visual effects with the non-elevated square - with the river 

bank. In the case of the non-elevated square, pathways in its periphery were made to allow 

ground access and crossing. The latter is directly associated with a co-working area and a 

restaurant, just like the ones seen in the Sail and Health & Well-being center.   
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Conclusion 

The present academic project aimed to create several interventions for the area of interest. The 

integration of a solid urban proposal was further based on regulatory criteria and included 

economical limitations. The main objectives involved the creation of new crossings for the road 

rails and new interest points for the riverfront. 

Through the implementation of a diverse program of activities, several buildings and spaces will 

give a new life to this seafront. Being the creation of a Nautical center the focus point. This is 

not only for athletes use but also for the public. 

As an urban and architect project, the final proposal creates a diverse environment - the 

construction of buildings in tune with public spaces.- that is still able to fall into one whole 

concept. This involves harboring the temporary Volvo Ocean Race event in Lisbon. Thus, the 

final proposal enable the creation of function space that can embrace the regatta but also the 

life in Lisbon after it.  
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